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Key implementation milestones and activities for the 2014 National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management
Status key (for 2016-2017 period)

NPSFM Objectives

Completed within Programme’s indicative timeframe

A1 – safeguarding life-supporting capacity etc. (water quality)

C1 – integrated management of land and fresh water

In progress during Programme’s indicative timeframe

A2 – overall water quality in region

CA1 – approach for establishing freshwater objectives

Not started during Programme’s indicative timeframe

B1 – safeguarding life-supporting capacity etc. (water quantity)

CB1 – approach for monitoring achievement of objectives

Implementation activity/phase ongoing

B2 – over-allocation (water quantity)

CC1 – improving information on water takes & contaminants

Implementation not programmed in current reporting period

B3 – efficient allocation and use (water quantity)

D1 – tangata whenua roles and interests

B4 – significant values of wetlands (water quantity)

Obj B3

Obj B4

Obj C1











Plan Change: Mohaka
River catchment

Supporting science reporting continues to be progressed for wider Mohaka catchment. Two key 
technical reports were published in September 2016. The catchment characterisation report
described current environmental state and condition of the Mohaka catchment. The second
report focussed on state and trends of water quality and ecology within the Mohaka catchment.









Obj D1

Obj B2



Obj CC1

Obj B1

During the 2016-17 period, parties to the remaining parts of the appeal by the Hawke’s Bay branch 
of the NZ Fish and Game Council prepared and exchanged evidence ahead of an Environment
Court hearing to commence on 11 September 2017. Unresolved issues focus on the definition of
‘wetland’ in Change 5 and implications for administration of other provisions in the RRMP.

Obj CB1

Obj A2

Change 5 (Land use
and Freshwater) to
Hawke's Bay Regional
Resource
Management Plan

Activity

Obj CA1

Obj A1

2015- 20162016 2017
Status Status Comment on 2016 – 2017 progress

Principal NPSFM Objective(s) relevant to Activity
(indicative only)























Wider stakeholder and community engagement workstreams were not progressed as planned due
to key HBRC personnel and resources being re-prioritised to assist in the Ruataniwhana Water
Storage Scheme Review and Plan Change 6 (Tukituki River catchment) implementation planning.
Plan Change:
Remaining catchment
areas (Esk- Tutira,
Wairoa, Porangahau
and the Southern
Coast)

Plan change/review preparation work was not carried out for the 2016-2017 period.
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Obj A2

Obj B1

Obj B2

Obj B3

Obj B4

Obj C1

Obj CA1

Obj CB1

Obj CC1

Obj D1

Plan Change: Greater
Heretaunga/Ahuriri

Obj A1

Activity

2015- 20162016 2017
Status Status Comment on 2016 – 2017 progress

Principal NPSFM Objective(s) relevant to Activity
(indicative only)

The TANK (Tutaekurī, Ahuriri, Ngaruroro, Karamū catchments) Collaborative Stakeholder Group 
and working group meetings continue to be well attended and discussion and questions by the
group members indicate a high degree of engagement and understanding of the issues and
challenges to be addressed in the catchments.





















The TANK Group has been working with the science team modellers to understand how the aquifer
and surface water systems interact, and see how water abstraction affects ground water levels
and the flows in connected rivers and springs. Group has been exploring other ways of
maintaining river and spring flows, including consideration of how climate change may affect
water availability and demand during the next planning cycle.
A significant amount of data collection, together with scientific information and analysis continues
to underpin the TANK Group’s deliberations. During the 2016/17 period, work was completed by
Ngati Kahungunu Iwi Inc. on an approach for translating values to attributes for monitoring that
state of water quality using a matauranga Māori approach. Development of the Heretaunga Plains
groundwater model (MODFLOW) was progressed during the period. That model is being used for
scenario simulations to support TANK group decision making. Contaminant fate and transport
modelling also commenced but is not yet as advanced as the hydraulic connectivity components.
Extensive data was collected about what is grown on the plains and the hill country areas of TANK’s
catchments. This has been combined into a number of ‘model farms’ that represent the majority
of land use in the TANK footprint. Impacts of different water management regimes on farm
economics will be assessed using those model farms.
Feedback was provided by some members of the TANK group in relation to a first draft version of
issues and objectives that could be included in the plan change.
The looming process associated with the Water Conservation Order application for the Ngaruroro
and Clive Rivers poses a real challenge to the TANK work for the future 2017/18 period and
beyond.
Communications with the wider stakeholder group networks and general public continues to be a
key workstream. “Think TANK” bulletins are issued following every TANK group meeting. Further
frequent and targeted communications are now being launched. For example, “Talk TANK” is the
latest initiative where key messages about TANK progress is now shared via social media and
regular media notices.
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The TANK Stormwater Working Group (SWG) formed in early 2016 continues to assist the TANK
group in its decision making. The SWG’s key purpose is to provide advice about issues and
opportunities for stormwater management in relation to the freshwater values and objectives
identified by the TANK group. Significant effort has gone into understanding stormwater
management issues and opportunities for better management. Key inputs into this discussion
were provided by Napier City and Hastings District councils. The work of the stormwater group
has included discussions with the TLAs about:
a)

contingency planning for the management of unexpected and emergency discharges
from stormwater networks

b)

retrofitting existing networks to improve the ecosystem state and quality of stormwater
discharges

c)

management of actual and potential sources of contamination (particularly from
industrial sites)

d)

improved on-site and infrastructure design and management for stormwater systems in
new urban developments

e)

There is also a particular focus on good integration between city, district and regional
council roles and looking for opportunities for improvements, including in relation to
resource consent requirements, engineering standards and flooding and drainage
management and levels of service.

The review of existing provisions and the potential for an improved policy and regulatory
framework for the TANK catchments (includes Napier, Havelock North and Hastings urban areas)
is work in progress by this stormwater group. A discussion document containing alternative
management approaches for stormwater management for discussion by the TANK group was
being drafted at the end of the 2016/17 reporting period.

Obj C1

Obj CA1

Obj CB1

Obj CC1

Obj D1

Obj B4

Obj B3



Obj B2

During the 2016/17 period, this workstream is now embedded within the Greater 
Heretaunga/Ahuriri plan change project. Consequently, the “urban stormwater plan change”
workstream is focussed on the TANK catchments – not the wider region.

Obj B1

Obj A2

Plan Change: urban
stormwater

Obj A1

Activity

2015- 20162016 2017
Status Status Comment on 2016 – 2017 progress

Principal NPSFM Objective(s) relevant to Activity
(indicative only)
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Obj D1

Obj CC1

Obj CB1

Obj CA1

Obj C1

Obj B4

Obj B3



Obj B2

The Hawke's Bay Regional Coastal Environment Plan (RCEP) became operative in November 2014, 
fully replacing the earlier 1999 Regional Coastal Plan.

Obj B1

Obj A2

RPS and/or plan
change: 2010 NZ
Coastal Policy
Statement
implementation

Obj A1

Activity

2015- 20162016 2017
Status Status Comment on 2016 – 2017 progress

Principal NPSFM Objective(s) relevant to Activity
(indicative only)



A ‘gap analysis’ of the RCEP’s provisions against the 2010 New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement
was completed in 2014. However, staff resources have been since redirected to other projects.
Nonetheless, a number of indirectly related investigations have been commissioned in relation to
catchment-based regional plan changes (e.g. Greater Heretaunga/Ahuriri areas) where the coast
is ultimately those catchment areas’ receiving environments.
Plan change/review preparation work was not carried out for the 2016-2017 period.

Identification of
outstanding
freshwater bodies

A joint project proposed by HBRC and Auckland Council was approved for up to $80,000 funding
from MFE’s Community Environment Fund Round 6. The project was completed and final
reporting presented to MFE in May 2017. The project successfully documented the rationale
behind the Government’s intentions regarding references to “outstanding freshwater bodies” in
the NPSFM. However the ambitious project was not able to develop a full set of criteria nor a
methodology for the identification of New Zealand’s “outstanding freshwater bodies” in the
context of the NPSFM. Clarifying the NPSFM’s intentions regarding “outstanding freshwater
bodies” was an important prerequisite to HBRC commencing a Hawke's Bay-specific plan change
identifying the region’s outstanding waterbodies.





RPS Change for
outstanding
freshwater bodies

Following completion of the Community Environment Fund project (above), scoping of policy 
development approaches for identification of outstanding waterbodies in the Hawke's Bay region
commenced. Several different approaches were considered by the Regional Planning Committee
in March 2017. The Regional Planning Committee’s preferred approach is now being advanced
with further evaluation and policy drafting to occur during the 2017/18 period.





Plan change: rest of
region

Plan change/review preparation work was not carried out for the 2016-2017 period.































